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Convenient, fast and
efficient room heating.
Stiebel Eltron CK Fan Assisted Wall Mounted Room Heaters
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CKZ 20S | CK 20S
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Made in Germany
Fan assisted for quick
heating
Modern curved design
Variable temperature
selection between
6-30°Celsius
Quiet cross flow fan
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CK 20S PICTURED

Fast and efficient room heating with the
CK fan assisted room heater from Stiebel Eltron.
The CK series of fan assisted room heaters from Stiebel Eltron
provide instant warmth through fan assisted heating. The CK has
a quiet cross flow fan that quickly heats rooms up to a size of
20m2. Incorporating a sensitive thermostat that can be set between
6-30˚Celsius, the CK will switch off as soon as the desired room
temperature is reached. It will then heat intermittently to maintain
the desired temperature. The CKZ comes with a 24 hour quartz time
switch, allowing you to set the heating times in advance.
Designed to be wall mounted (wall bracket included) the modern
curved appearance is unobtrusive and can be installed almost
anywhere. Designed to Stiebel Eltron’s high quality standards the
CK heater is made in Germany and includes a thermal safety cut out
to prevent overheating. Providing warmth efficiently the CK heater
is the perfect compact sized wall mounted heater for smaller rooms
when heat is required quickly.

CKZ model with 24 hour quartz time switch and
easy to use rotary dial for temperature selection

What size room can be heated by the CK fan assisted room heater?
The CK room heater can heat a room size of up to 20m2. When
deciding on a room heater you should consider the room in which
the heater is being installed. The height of the roof and whether
the room is insulated will impact what size heater to select. As a
general guide for sizing a heater to a room: 1kW output heats up to
10m2. Here is a sizing example to assist you in selecting the correct
heater size.
CKZ 20S = 2kW (2000watts) which can heat up to 20 square metres*
E.g. Room size: 5.0m (length) X 4.0m (width) = 20.00m2

Yes
20

123 mm

*Based on room with insulation and a ceiling height of 2.7 metres

335 mm
10 mm

200 mm*

min. 50 cm

min. 10 cm

min. 10 cm

460 mm
335 mm
123 mm
≃4.4 kg

CK 20S
2kW
230-240 V
≃6-30°C
IP13 B
460 mm
335 mm
123 mm
≃4.4 kg
White
No
20

min. 10 cm

CKZ 20S
2kW

365 mm*

Model number
Power Consumption
Connectable Load
Temperature adjustment
IP Rating
Height
Width
Depth
Weight
Colour
24 Hour Time Switch
Heats up to (m2)*

Modern curved design (CKZ pictured)

460 mm

Fan Assisted Room Heater

min. 10 cm

100 – 250 mm

Technical Data

Stiebel Eltron (Australia) A.B.N. 82 066 271 083. Stiebel Eltron are committed to our policy of continual improvement,
some features may have subsequently been changed or even removed. Our advisors will be happy to consult with you
regarding the currently applicable equipment features. The images used in this brochure are for reference only.
For more information please contact Stiebel Eltron on 1800 153 351.
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